
Standing Rigging Install and Tune SN SM and 54 revised 3-23-2019 
The following procedure is written to be used to Tune existing standing rigging, or to use with 
stepping masts, then tuning the standing rigging. Make sure to put new grease on the turnbuckle and 
swage threads. 

Important Definitions and Preparation Steps: 
Mast Steps are bolted through the deck in metal inserts and glassed in. The mast steps are 
installed horizontally. This means that the mast steps are parallel to the saloon floor, or 
perpendicular to the bulkhead (underneath). 

Mast Spreaders and Top Shrouds: Spreaders are aligned to the top shrouds using this 
procedure. When you are finished with the following procedure, you want the mast spreaders 
to bisect the angle formed by the shroud wire as it passes through the spreaders. 

1. Attach the shroud at the mast top then allow the shroud to lie along the mast and mark it
using a “wire tie” at the bottom side of the spreader's hex nut. Mark both shrouds the
same way at both spreaders.

2. At spreader's end, secure the top shroud U bolt, aligning the spreader at the mark.
NOTE: The intermediate shrouds will be secured at spreader's ends once the rigging is tuned. 

Main mast is not stepped (new installation): The Main mast is installed using a crane with all 
standing rigging attached to the mast. The crane will support the mast until it is set on the mast step, 
centered to both "hubs" and the 4 lower shrouds are secured.  

1. Secure the 4 lower shrouds, setting port and starboard with equal length and tension.
The crane can be released because the 4 lower shrouds are sufficient to hold the mast in place. 

2. Secure the forestay with genoa furler on its chainplate
3. If a 54, secure the staysail with its furler on its chainplate
4. Secure both top shrouds through the spreader eyes at the marked spots.
5. Secure the Main backstay.
6. Skip to Step 6 below

Main mast is installed (stepped) - Tuning Procedure for Existing Standing Rigging: 
1. Remove the Triadic from the top of Main mast so that it does not interfere with the Main mast.

This may require moving the Mizzen mast forward by easing the Mizzen back stays, aft lower
shrouds and top shrouds and tightening the front lower shrouds. When Tuning the Main mast,
you do not want any interference from the Mizzen mast.

2. Ease the U bolts at the ends of the lower spreaders
3. Ease the Forestay Turnbuckle. On a Santorin or SM, you will need to remove the stainless

steel plate below the genoa furler, and raise the furler to get access to the forestay turnbuckle.
4. On a 54, ease the Staysail
5. Ease the Main mast standing rigging, starting with the intermediate shrouds, then top shrouds,

then backstay and forestay.
6. Tighten, by hand, the forestay, backstay and top shrouds turnbuckles. NOTE: The words,

“Tighten” and “Tension” are different terms. The term Tension is used in the Tuning process to
get tension on the rig. The word Tighten means to remove all slack

7. Ease slightly the lower shrouds in order that they do not to interfere with the operation of
"setting the mast foot flat on its mast step" Step 10 below (Mast Foot Gap):
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Standing Rigging Install and Tune SN SM and 54(cont.) revised 3-23-2019 
9. Tighten the Port & Starboard top shrouds, by hand, so that the distance between the top of the

lower swage, and the bottom of the clevis pin on the chain-plate is the same on both sides.
Since the top shrouds are exactly the same length, the turnbuckles for each side will have
almost the same number of turns.

10. Tighten the forestay and backstay turnbuckles, by hand, until there is no gap between the
rubber sole and the aluminum mast step (front and aft).

NOTE: If, when you begin, you do not see a gap, and you want to see what this gap looks like, 
ease the backstay (two turns) and tighten the forestay (two turns). If you now see a gap aft, ease 
the forestay one turn, then tighten the backstay one turn. There should be no gap. If there is still a 
gap aft, start over and go back to the original position, taking one turn rather than two turns.  

Current Situation: At this point, with no gap between the rubber sole and the aluminum mast 
step (front and aft), we can now say that the mast is "vertical" to the boat (in fact, the hull of 
Santorins, SMs and 54s are never horizontal, back to front, but always with the bow up, which 
means the mast is leaning slightly aft). At this point, the Main mast is vertical to the boat and 
should be straight because, no strong tension has been put on the shrouds. 
Tension shrouds in pairs (Port & Starboard)  
11. Take two turns on front lower shroud turnbuckles
12. Visually check for a straight mast, adjust by loosening one then tightening the other
13. Take two turns on aft lower shroud turnbuckles
14. Visually check for a straight mast, adjust by loosening one then tightening the other
15. Take two turns on top shroud turnbuckles
16. Visually check for a straight mast, adjust by loosening one then tightening the other
17. Take three turns on forestay and three turns on backstay turnbuckles
18. Visually check for a straight mast, adjust by loosening one then tightening the other
19. Repeat each of the above until the shrouds and stays feel very stiff.
20. Now with everything stiff and the Main mast straight: Tension the front lower shrouds a bit

more than the aft ones, in order to initiate a slight curve aft (the middle of the mast being
slightly forward of the mast foot and mast top).

NOTE: If, in the beginning, the mast is not "vertical," it will bend front if you a gap at the front or aft 
if there is a gap at the aft. 
21. If a 54, tension the staysail tight, but with no effect on the current straightness of the Main mast

Next Steps: Once the Main mast and rigging are set, you can start with the Mizzen mast: 
22. Reattach the Triadic Stay to the Main mast.
23. Ease the Mizzen shrouds and backstays
24. Tighten the backstay turnbuckles, by hand, until there is no gap between the rubber sole and

the aluminum mast step (front and aft).
25. As in Steps 6-10 on the Main mast, Tighten stays and shrouds, keeping the Mizzen aligned

with the Main, observing the Mizzen mast alignment to the Main from far aft of the vessel
26. Tension the Mizzen shrouds using the same method as you did on the Main, Steps 11-19
27. Tension the shrouds to make a slight curve aft as you did on the Main, Step 20

To confirm the rigging is tight enough, go sailing, close hauling with 18/20 knots. 
1. The Main mast should keep straight Port to Starboard
2. The Main mast should not bend forward. If the Main mast bends forward, then tighten the

backstay and the front lower shrouds.
3. The leeward shrouds should not be loose. If they are, repeat the Tuning Procedure.
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Amel Super Maramu Standing Rigging 

Amel 54 Lewmar Switch Recall
The Lewmar Winch and Windlass switches were 
recalled by Lewmar. Amel SAV has a kit with 
everything you need to replace the original switches. 
This must be done because serious bodily injury has 
occurred on an Amel 54 with defective switches. Ar 
LEFT is a photo of the kit which includes a total of 
seven: 4 for windless and 3 for cockpit  winches. Note 
that there is shorter switch for the starboard side 
because of limited space. The smaller switch is a 
switch that had part of it cut and it was rewired by Amel 
staff. The “body” (the beige part) of the smaller swith is 
4.5 cm long. The regular one, 6.0 cm 

Lewmar Switch Recall
kit from Amel

Amel SM Critical Dimensions
Amel 53 Super Maramu of any year of manufacture with
boat level and standing on the bottom of the keel.
14’11”/Top of the dodger
14’5”/Top of the bow pulpit
12’10”/Top of hard dodger base with dodger removed
12’5”/Top of bow roller with life rails removed
3’1”/Widest part of the keel
57’6”/ Mainmast length from the deck without antenna
43’4”/Mizzen mast length from the deck to mast top
15’1”/Vessel beam max-measured

Mainmast height with full fuel and water and 
2240LBS. of gear aboard as follows:

63’4”/height above water to the top of the mast
64’1”/height to the top of the masthead light
64’4”/height to the top of the B&G 213 MHU
67’6”/height to the top of the Amel provided VHF 
antenna
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